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I.

Introduction
In the spring of 1997, the national press descended on the rural hamlet of Pahaquarry

Township, New Jersey. Photographers and reporters packed into an abandoned one-room
schoolhouse to watch Pahaquarry’s two elected officials debate the future of their community.3 It
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was the town’s most noteworthy event in thirty years – the biggest since the federal government
evicted most of its residents in the 1960s to make room for a proposed dam project on the
Delaware River.4 Since then, Pahaquarry’s population had plummeted from several hundred to six,
and now the half dozen remaining townspeople were considering whether they should disband the
municipality and merge with neighboring Hardwick.5
The media marveled at the novelty of a tiny township facing its demise.6 But the more
remarkable aspect of the story was how long the Pahaquarry residents held out. Every indication
suggested that the community could no longer support itself. Pahaquarry’s existence actually violated
state law – New Jersey requires each municipality to elect at least three councilpersons, but only two
residents in the township met the eligibility criteria7 – and yet the town proudly continued on.8 If
home rule is “New Jersey’s religion,” as former Governor Brendan Byrne once said, then
Pahaquarry’s struggle for existence bordered on fanaticism.9
It took five years for the Township Committeepersons to negotiate a consolidation
agreement with their Hardwick counterparts.10 Each side broke off talks more than once, with
officials quarreling over who would take responsibility for road maintenance and the costs of
educating the two teenage children living in Pahaquarry.11 The proposed merger eventually required
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federal legislation to streamline the process, as well as over $27,000 in state subsidies to cover
administrative costs.12 Ten years later, Leonard Lance, the state senator who facilitated the merger,
still remembered the headaches. “It was like pulling teeth,” he explained.13
*

*

*

A century’s worth of policy experts, government commissions, and reform-minded
politicians have concluded that New Jersey has too many towns. They have filled the state’s archives
with reports documenting the costs of fragmentation in the Garden State: the inability to address
regional problems; the inefficiency of redundant municipal services; and the inequalities created by
residential segregation.14 But while New Jersey has 566 municipalities – the most per capita of any
state15 – only nine sets of towns have considered merging since 1952 and only one pair, Pahaquarry
and Hardwick, has actually consolidated into a single unit.16 These experts have learned it is far easier
to create new towns than it is to eliminate them.17
In the summer of 2006, Governor Jon Corzine launched the latest effort to tackle this
dilemma. Addressing a joint special legislative session, the governor called on New Jersey’s elected
officials to streamline the state’s Byzantine municipal structure.18 He did not want another
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commission report for the archives; he wanted “action, action, action – now.”19 He called for the
creation of a “Reengineering Fund” to provide financial incentives “so powerful” that local
governments would have “little economic choice but to share services and reduce costs.”20 He urged
the legislature to enact reforms that would facilitate municipal consolidation.21
State Senators Joseph Kyrillos and Bob Smith took up the challenge. Their idea was based
on the federal government’s procedure for closing military bases22 – they proposed creating an
independent, ten-member commission to review the state’s 566 municipalities and recommend
which ones should consolidate or share services. The panel, to be called the Local Unit Alignment,
Reorganization, and Consolidation (LUARC) Commission, would prepare an annual report
recommending a slate of municipal mergers, which the state legislature would be required to either
approve or reject on an up-or-down vote. If legislators approved the package, or if they failed to act
within forty-five days, the reforms would go into effect automatically.
Proponents such as Kyrillos and Smith explained that the goal was to remove politics from
what had always been highly political debates about municipal consolidation. The proposal vested
much of the decision-making power in an entity insulated from electoral pressures, providing
legislators with political cover for unpopular recommendations. In theory, technocrats would make
the difficult decisions, not politicians, and so the Commission’s policy proposals would reflect the
19
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best interests of the state rather than the parochial demands of local officials.23 Just as the federal
Base Realignment and Closure (BRAC) commissions had succeeded in closing over 100 military
bases between 1989 and 2005,24 supporters hoped that this bill would allow experienced
policymakers to implement much-needed reforms with minimal interference from special interests.25
But the idea, as it was initially proposed, never became law. Before passage, rival legislators
modified Kyrillos and Smith’s bill, adding a provision that required voter approval before
consolidation plans went into effect. Under the new proposal, voters in each municipality targeted
for consolidation now had final say over any proposed mergers.26 Given New Jersey residents’ longstanding antipathy to such measures, the new provision alone heavily undermined the LUARC
Commission’s ability to overcome the core obstacle to consolidation. Senator Kyrillos derided the
amendment as a poison pill designed to deter municipal mergers, and withdrew his sponsorship of
the bill before its final vote.27 Both houses of the state legislature eventually passed the modified
plan by overwhelming majorities.28
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The debate over the LUARC Commission was a classic case of what some political scientists
called a “collective dilemma.”29 To New Jersey’s legislators, the perceived costs of municipal
consolidation were direct, immediate, and visceral, while the perceived benefits were broad and
diffuse. Opponents of consolidation were thus far more likely to rally against sweeping reforms than
proponents were likely to advocate for it.30 As a result, parochial politicians concerned with
protecting home rule for themselves and their constituents triumphed over those who sought a bold
solution to one of the state’s oldest and most systemic problems.31
To be fair, the new LUARC Commission serves a valuable purpose, even in its weakened
form.32 Although it is still in the early stages of hiring staff and beginning research, the Commission
will have opportunities to influence the discussion on municipal reform in coming years. In
particular, the Commission’s annual reports will identify specific municipalities that would benefit
from consolidation or shared services – these reports alone will help to focus the discussion on
tangible policy proposals and force some of New Jersey’s tiniest communities to finally engage in a
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2007, at B5.
29
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30
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31
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create a “study commission,” and if the measure passed, five residents would serve on the panel. Alternatively, each
municipality could adopt an ordinance or resolution expressly creating the consolidation commission. Third, the ad
hoc commission had ten months from the date of its formation to study the costs and benefits of a merger and file a
final report. If a majority of the commissioners from each participating municipality voted in favor of proceeding,
only then would the measure return to the voters. Finally, the residents of each town held a second referendum to
decide whether they actually wished to merge with their neighbor. 1977 N.J. Laws Ch. 435 (C.40:43-66.35).
The LUARC Act essentially bypasses the first part of this process: rather than waiting for pairs of towns to
create their own ad hoc panels to study the matter, the permanent Commission identifies the municipalities that
would most benefit from merger and puts the question up for a direct vote. In theory, the Local Unit Commission
can force towns to begin a conversation about consolidation even where they have been reluctant to do so in the
past. 2007 N.J. Laws 54.
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serious discussion of an issue they have long ignored.33 Depending on the Commission’s leadership,
the entity can also serve as a clearinghouse for policymakers and citizens seeking information about
streamlining municipal government. Over time, these measures can help build popular support for
broader measures, especially if the Commission’s activities are coordinated with Governor Corzine’s
on-again, off-again efforts to cut state aid for municipalities with fewer than 10,000 residents.34
But, despite these possibilities, it is clear that legislators nonetheless missed an opportunity
for genuine reform. By allowing municipalities to veto the Commission’s recommendations, the
state legislature failed to create a truly effective solution. As this article notes, there are numerous
obstacles to reforming New Jersey’s archaic municipal structure, and state leaders will only succeed
at creating a more efficient system of local government if they can overcome the entrenched
interests that oppose consolidation. 35
This article proceeds in five parts. It begins by asking why municipal consolidation is
necessary, and explains how the costs of operating so many local governments have hurt the state’s
residents.36 It then considers the historical causes of New Jersey’s fragmentation, reviewing events
from the state’s settlement in the 1700s and continuing to the middle of the twentieth century. It
next analyzes the modern political history of consolidation and considers why opposition to
consolidation remains so strong.
The article turns then to other examples of “collective dilemmas.”37 It studies cases where
other governments have overcome similar obstacles, including the recent fights to close military
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bases in the United States and to consolidate municipal units in Scandinavia.38 Finally, the Article
considers what New Jersey must do in order to fix its broken system of local government. It closes
by discussing the weaknesses of the LUARC Commission and arguing why the state should enact a
more muscular municipal consolidation act.

II.

Municipal Consolidation: Why Does It Matter?
Alan Karcher, former speaker of the state assembly and a strong proponent of

consolidation, spent years chronicling what he called New Jersey’s “multiple municipal madness.”
His examples of the state’s fragmented municipal structure demonstrate the absurdity of New
Jersey’s system of local government.39 He noted, for instance, that Bergen County contains seventy
municipalities, each with an average size of less than four square miles.40 Shrewsbury Township,
once one of the largest municipalities in the state, has subdivided over a dozen times in its history,
splintering into seventy-five separate towns and shrinking from its original 400,000 acres to less than
a tenth of a square mile.41 Teterboro, in Bergen County, is nothing more than eighteen residents and
a regional airport, while Tavistock, in Camden County, houses an exclusive golf course and twentyeight residents.42 The former uses an airplane hangar as its “city hall” and the latter uses a shed
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behind the green on the eighth hole.43 Today, the state has more towns than Rhode Island,
Delaware, Maryland, Nevada, Wyoming, New Mexico, Arizona, and Hawaii combined.44
Karcher argued that this tendency towards smaller and smaller units is a central part of New
Jersey’s political tradition. If home rule is a religion, then the right to preserve one’s hometown, no
matter how small, is at the core of its theology.45 But, as Karcher discussed at length, this
subdividing has hurt New Jersey immeasurably. Before considering the benefits and drawbacks of
municipal onsolidation, it is worth considering the many problems created by municipal
fragmentation.
The most commonly discussed costs are economic. Towns are expensive to operate. Each
municipality is a government unit with certain obligations to its residents. Such obligations include
the duty to assess property, maintain local roads, provide policing and fire protection, dispose of
solid waste, and to provide a variety of basic services. If towns cannot offer these services on their
own, they must contract with another municipality, a regional authority, or a private agency that can.
These services require varying amounts of manpower, equipment, and capital financing, and each
one achieves a point of maximum efficiency when serving populations of different sizes. The smaller
the town, the less likely it is that the municipality can deliver its services in an efficient, cost-effective
manner.46
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Consider, for example, local fire departments. There is usually a base requirement of
equipment and personnel that each fire department must possess in order to operate adequately;
anything above that level is unnecessary.47 This is not an issue in large cities where fire departments
have the resources to buy basic necessities and serve the entire community. However, when the
region is highly fragmented, as it is in New Jersey, each town winds up with its own fire department
and the basic capital expenses required to fund the department. Thus, hundreds of tiny
municipalities must buy their own fire trucks, hazmat suits, and whatever else their firemen need,
even though these materials could be used to serve a much larger geographic area. In New Jersey,
the redundancies are remarkable: Wildwood Island, a 4.5 square mile resort community with four
municipalities, has nine firehouses and more fire trucks than Trenton. Similarly, the seventy towns in
Bergen County own more equipment than all of New York City, despite having one-tenth the
population.48
In an effort to achieve greater efficiencies, municipalities have increasingly turned to shared
service agreements – where they contract with a neighboring town or a regional authority to provide
the service on a wide scale.49 But these shared service agreements do not always solve the towns’
problems. If, for example, Caldwell agrees to pick up West Caldwell’s garbage, then the residents of
the latter become dependent on the former. Residents of West Caldwell can no longer hold their
municipal officials accountable for the adequacy of the garbage collection, except insofar as the

47

Uniform Shared Services and Consolidation Act: Hearing on A. 51 Before the J. Legis. Comm. on Gov’t
Consolidation and Shared Serv., 212th Leg. 16 (2006) (statement of Robert Giorgio, Chief, Cherry Hill Fire Dept.).
48
Hester, supra note 16.
49
Part of the problem has been that the state has never provided municipalities with benchmarks on appropriate
or efficient levels of spending on various local services. Until recently, most towns have no way of determining how
much they spent on services as compared with their neighbors. One of the less controversial aspects of the Local
Unit Realignment Act is the provision authorizing the state’s Local Finance Board to collect information about
municipal service expenses and prepare a “municipal report card” indicating a town’s performance relative to
efficiency standards, and how its efficiency changes over time. N.J. Laws, supra note Error! Bookmark not
defined., § 9a-d. This increased transparency will almost certainly help communities recognize their strengths and
weaknesses in providing efficient services. See also Keith Ruscitti, Local Mayors Discuss Shared Municipal
Services, OCEAN CO. OBSERVER, Mar. 23, 2007.
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officials can enforce or renegotiate the contract with Caldwell. If neither town possesses the capacity
to collect garbage, then they must join some regional authority to provide the service. But these
authorities create an additional layer of bureaucracy with little direct accountability. Oftentimes, the
state must provide substantial aid to small municipalities to fund these programs.
There is almost no data on how much these inefficiencies cost New Jersey residents, partly
because the state only recently started collecting specific information on municipal services.50 A 1970
report provides anecdotal evidence on some of these expenses. At the time, several north Jersey
towns formed the Rahway Valley Sewage Authority to handle their sewage treatment. By pooling
their resources, these communities paid approximately twenty-three dollars for every million gallons
of sewage treated. On the other hand, several Monmouth County towns decided to build their own
sewage treatment plants. Matawan, Keyport, and Long Branch, each with their own treatment
program, paid over six times more, spending 140 dollars for every million gallons of sewage. The
reason was clear: the Rahway Authority achieved economy by running an average of thirty million
gallons through its system every day, while the Monmouth County individual town plants averaged
less than a million gallons a day.51
David Grubb, former mayor of the tiny Park Ridge, identified that most towns employ 1.1
street repairers for every 1,000 residents, although some hire three to four times that number.52
Similarly, one community might employ 1.5 police officers for every 1,000 residents, while a
50

See Hester supra note 16. One of the few redeeming aspects of the new Local Unit Alignment,
Reorganization, and Consolidation Act is that it directs the Department of Community Affairs to collect better
statewide data about municipal expenses. The state’s Local Finance Board will use this data to establish “efficiency
benchmarks,” which will allow towns to compare their spending with other New Jersey municipalities. N.J. Laws,
supra note Error! Bookmark not defined., at §9a (C.52:27D-18.2). The law also directs the Commission of
Community Affairs to issue municipal “report card[s]” that indicate how towns fare on efficiency metrics. Id. at §9d.
This type of “grading” system has proved useful in other sectors as a way of encouraging individual actors to
improve their performance relative to their peers. See, e.g., Elissa Gootman & Jennifer Medina, 50 New York
Schools Fail Under Rating System, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 6, 2007; Adam Liptak, In Students’ Eyes, Look-Alike Lawyers
Don’t Make the Grade, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 29, 2007.
51
NEW JERSEY COUNTY AND MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT COMMISSION, JOINT SERVICES: A LOCAL RESPONSE TO
AREA WIDE PROBLEMS 3 (1970) [hereinafter JOINT SERVICES, A LOCAL RESPONSE].
52
David Grubb, Bringing a Little Rationality to Public Finances, BERGEN REC., Dec. 8, 2006, at L15.
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neighboring town pays for twice as many.53 He notes, however, that the state has failed to study
these differences or provide local communities with any information about such redundancies.54
Most local planning experts agree that there is a ideal population size — – an “optimum
service standard” – where a municipality can provide a service at the lowest cost.55 Without
attempting to determine that figure, it is obvious that many of New Jersey’s towns fall well below
that number. Tavistock, population twenty-four, and Teterboro, population eighteen, clearly could
not exist without numerous shared service agreements and substantial state aid. The same is true for
the twenty-six municipalities with fewer than 1,000 residents, and most likely for the seventy-four
towns with populations below 2,000. In fact, the state is so fragmented that less than one-fifth of
New Jersey’s municipalities have more than 20,000 inhabitants.56
All of the costs of operating these towns are passed, directly or indirectly, onto residents.
The state’s property tax crisis is well documented. As of early 2007, New Jersey property taxes were
some of the highest in the nation, with the average New Jersey homeowner paying $6,331 per year.57
While many factors contribute to the high property taxes, the expense of operating inefficient
municipal resources undoubtedly exacerbates the problem. These rising costs affect every aspect of
the state. Urban communities often must cut essential services simply to remain solvent, while rural
regions face strong pressure to develop any remaining open space as a way of expanding the tax
53

Id. The town of Paterson, for example, has 2.7 police officers for every 1000 residents. Its neighbor, West
Paterson, has only 1.8.
54
Id.; McAlpin, supra note 16, at A01. See also Law & Order, STAR-LEDGER, July 11, 2007, at 21 (quoting
Somerset County Freeholder Thomas Ciattarelli that, with property taxes continuing to rise, “it’s not clear than [sic]
having 19 different police departments in a county of 300,000 people is the way to get the most business-like
service.”); Bonnie Delaney, Central Ocean Towns Mull Pooling Cops, ASBURY PARK PRESS, Mar. 22, 2007.
55
CONSOLIDATION: PROSPECTS AND PROBLEMS, supra note 14, at 10; CREATIVE LOCALISM, supra note 14, at
89.
56
Places in New Jersey Listed Alphabetically, Population Estimates, U.S. Census Bureau [hereinafter
Population Estimates], available at
http://factfinder.census.gov/servlet/GCTTable?_bm=n&_lang=en&mt_name=DEC_2000_PL_U_GCTPL_ST7&for
mat=ST-7&_box_head_nbr=GCT-PL&ds_name=DEC_2000_PL_U&geo_id=04000US34.
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base.58 As conditions worsen, residents and businesses alike abandon the state, leaving only higher
taxes for those who stay behind.59 The problem shows little sign of improvement.
There are also other, less obvious economic costs. It takes 400,000 employees to staff New
Jersey’s local governments, costing the towns more than $16 billion a year.60 With so many positions
to fill, municipalities often find it difficult to attract qualified applicants. Many communities rely on
local volunteers to govern their towns on a part-time basis, even though these volunteers lack
experience in public finance and administration.61 It is also common for politicians to dole out
government jobs to friends and political allies without regard to their qualifications.62 This patronage
– which is as much a part of New Jersey’s “religion” as is a devotion to home rule – breeds
corruption.63 Former Governor Byrne agreed with Rutgers professor George Sternly’s estimation
that one-half of New Jersey’s municipalities were corrupt in some way.64 With so many towns and
regional authorities, it is easy for officials to steal from the public coffers unnoticed. This culture of
incompetence and cronyism makes towns all the more expensive to operate and creates a less
hospitable environment for businesses and residents.65
The effects of fragmentation are not simply economic, however. The state’s municipal
structure reinforces residential segregation, which in turn creates substantial inequalities for
58
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residents. Over the past century, New Jersey’s political boundaries have become proxies for race and
socioeconomic status, as small towns use their zoning powers to maintain their exclusivity. Some of
these practices, including racially restrictive covenants and redlining, were designed to keep out
ethnic minorities, particularly African-Americans.66 Other ordinances, such as requirements that
developers could not subdivide property into plots smaller than five acres, were race-neutral but
implemented to keep out poorer residents who could not add favorably to the town’s tax base.67
Either way, these land-use regulations have transformed a heterogeneous state into smaller, less
diverse entities with widely varying levels of municipal services.68 The wealthiest – and, often, the
whitest – towns can afford high quality public services, while the poorest communities, housing the
highest percentages of African-Americans and Hispanics, lack the tax base to support even the most
basic services.69
In turn, potential homeowners choose where to live – and what level of public services they
wish to receive – based on their ability to pay.70 The more fragmented a region, the greater the
opportunity for this socioeconomic residential sorting.71 In New Jersey, poor neighborhoods have
66
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transformed into racial ghettos as the richest residents increasingly flock to affluent enclaves. In East
Orange, a traditionally black neighborhood, only four of its schools’ 10,000 students were white.72
Next door, in the far-wealthier Livingston, the demographics reversed, with only a two percent
African-American student population.73 The disparities increase along with property values.
According to the 2000 Census, out of the 8,828 residents in the state’s five wealthiest municipalities,
only eighty-one were black, accounting for less than one percent of the towns’ combined
population.74 New Jersey’s high degree of fragmentation has created an array of self-governed
homogeneous communities, where race is highly correlated with the quality of municipal services,
particularly public schooling.75
State officials face significant barriers to ending this inequality, particularly because the
segregated communities exist as separate municipalities rather than as neighborhoods within a larger
city. Each homogeneous town elects its own slate of representatives, who are free to pursue their
constituents’ parochial interests without strong internal opposition. Due to lack of state
involvement, politicians in the wealthiest towns have few incentives to share services with poorer
residents outside their districts.76 Over time, the political boundaries between municipalities become
psychological, as inhabitants feel some emotional, although possibly ill-founded, attachment to their
community. Each town forms its own “in-group,” making it all the more difficult to negotiate inter-
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municipal agreements with others.77 Residents demand whatever funding scheme will guarantee
them the highest level of service with the lowest possible tax rate.78 For example, when officials
proposed consolidating school districts in Gloucester County, a scheme which would have forced
some wealthier residents to subsidize the education of poorer students, over 3,000 protesters
showed up at a county meeting to attack the plan.79
Even courts, which are supposedly free from such political considerations, have proven
unable to overcome these barriers. In 1974, the United States Supreme Court rejected a Michigan
plan to merge school districts as a way to reduce the disparities between predominately black and
predominately white schools, holding that the federal judiciary could not implement inter-municipal
desegregation plans unless one of the districts was explicitly created with a racially discriminatory
purpose.80 The New Jersey Supreme Court has worked more aggressively to counter the effects of
fragmentation, but has done little to address the core problem. The Abbott decisions, which ruled
that the disparities between rich and poor schools violated the New Jersey Constitution, have upheld
the legality of district boundaries.81 The Mt. Laurel decisions, which most directly confronted the
issue by ruling that towns could not use its zoning powers to exclude low and moderate-income
housing, also provided major loopholes by allowing rich towns to pay their way out of housing
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requirements.82 The government’s failure to address residential segregation harms all of the state’s
poor residents, but the costs fall particularly hard on New Jersey’s minority students, who are forced
to attend underfunded schools and lack the opportunities to escape urban poverty.83 This failure
hurts the state long-term as much as any of the economic costs discussed earlier.
The great irony is that political fragmentation has weakened, rather than strengthened, New
Jersey’s tradition of home rule. So many areas have subdivided into miniscule municipalities that few
currently possess the financial strength to operate as self-sufficient communities. Most of the towns
that proudly cling to their political independence are, in fact, wholly dependent on regional or statefinanced programs to remain solvent. At the same time, these communities are forced to compete
against the hundreds of other tiny towns in New Jersey, each of which is eager to lure revenuegenerating businesses or tax-paying residents to its borders. As they race to the bottom of this
municipal marathon, most inhabitants must live with higher taxes, less efficient services, and highly
segregated communities. Without the ability to develop regional solutions to problems, each town
must face regional issues, including pollution, traffic, and sprawl, on its own. The argument that
government operates best when it operates as close to its constituents as possible, loses force when
those local government officials are corrupt, incompetent, or both. This is hardly the image that
home rule advocates envisioned when they divided the state into such small municipalities.

III.

New Jersey’s Early History of Fragmentation
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Several themes emerge by reviewing the history of New Jersey’s municipalities. Many towns
formed in response to one or more of five main issues: road maintenance, proximity to railroad
stations, control of public schools, alcohol policy, and exclusionary zoning. Against the backdrop of
a weak state government – the result of the state’s early religious heterogeneity and its status as a
transportation corridor – these five issues triggered widespread fragmentation. In order to
understand why these matters became controversial enough to divide communities, it is necessary to
examine the state’s early history and its deep attachment to the concept of “home rule.”
New Jersey has long been defined by its neighbors. The British seized the land from the
Dutch and the Swedes in 1664, not because it possessed value of its own, but because the territory
was included in the surrender agreement for New York City.84 The territory was little more than a
corridor for connecting more important colonies, and the British treated it as such.85 The colonial
government managed the state so poorly that it granted conflicting charters for the region: the Royal
Governor in New York distributed land to Quakers and Puritans shortly after acquiring control,
only to have James II, Duke of York, grant the area to two of his loyal friends, Sir George Carteret
and Lord John Berkeley.86 The mismanagement continued, and within twenty years the state was
divided between West Jersey and East Jersey, with weak royal control of each.87
The colony quickly became a destination for those who wanted little government
interference in their lives. Religious settlers flocked to the state. The Dutch Reformed occupied the
northernmost part of the state, the English Quakers embanked along the eastern shore of the
Delaware River, and the Anglicans settled the Hudson River.88 Over the next half century,
Presbyterians founded present-day Princeton, Puritans founded Newark, Scots settled along the
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coast, Germans settled inland, and outcasts and non-conformists moved into the state’s forested
Pine Barrens.89 As these groups dispersed across the state, they established self-sufficient agricultural
communities, and their highest priority was to be left alone.90 East and West Jersey reunited by royal
order in 1702.91 They remained together in future decades not for shared ideological reasons, but for
their mutual safety: Separate, they each feared the possibility of domination by Philadelphia or New
York City.92
New Jersey maintained a complicated relationship with the powerful metropolises directly
across its borders. New York and, to a lesser extent, Pennsylvania, sought to extend control over the
region, frequently interfering in state affairs and exacting duties from Jersey merchants.93 Despite
this abuse, New Jersey profited tremendously from its neighbors. Operating as the connection
between the northern and southern colonies, and as the direct link between the two fastest-growing
cities in North America, the state made much of its money by moving commerce from one end of
the state to the other.94 By 1765, New Jersey had more roads than any other colony.95
Colonists used these routes to explore and settle the state. In 1798, when the legislature first
recognized the state’s municipal boundaries, New Jersey’s original 104 townships had claimed all
7,000 square miles between the Delaware and Hudson Rivers.96 Unlike other states, which often
contained vast tracts of unincorporated land, New Jersey had no room for its towns to expand
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beyond their original borders. This kept any town from growing into a major metropolis, and
reinforced the state’s image as a community of tiny townships.97
Road maintenance of New Jersey’s many roads became the first of five issues that triggered
fragmentation in the state. As the state grew in the early 1800s, farmers needed well-kept roads to
bring their goods to markets. The state government lacked the funds to pay for necessary
maintenance, largely because New Jersey’s heterogeneous population had ratified a constitution
which allowed almost no centralized power.98 The responsibility fell to the counties, which in turn
delegated the responsibility to the towns. Starting in 1818, the towns divided their territory into
“road districts” and appointed residents to oversee individual districts.99 These subdivisions often
possessed conflicting agendas based on geographical locations. For example, a district in the western
part of a township might want to invest in a new cart-path to a western neighbor while a district on
the eastern side might want to widen a roadway heading the opposite direction.100 Neither district
wanted their tax revenues to subsidize road maintenance on the other side of town.
As conflicts increased, it was often easier to partition a township along district lines than it
was to resolve whatever taxation issues divided its residents.101 The distinctions between districts
grew even more divisive in 1859, when the state allowed each region to elect its own road
commissioner.102 By politicizing the position, the legislature inadvertently encouraged additional
incorporations. As commissioners focused on building constituencies and winning elections, they
frequently used their status in the community to advocate for the creation of new towns, often
becoming the municipalities’ first mayors.103
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The second issue that triggered fragmentation was the rise of railroad companies. In some
ways, the railroads had the same kind of impact on the state’s municipalities as did road
maintenance. In 1831, industrialist Robert Stevens began laying rail connecting Philadelphia and
New York.104 The route, which began in Camden in the south and ended at Perth Amboy, became
an enormously profitable means of transporting people and goods.105 Stevens realized that the
railroad could be used not only to transport goods, but also to carry commuters who wanted to
work in a city but live in a residential neighborhood.106 The Brick Church section of Orange, located
approximately 15 miles from Manhattan, became the nation’s first commuter suburb.107
Similar communities sprung up across the state. Often, the railroad company would buy up
land in the middle of a large township and place a rail station at the center of its property. The
company would sell off its land to developers – at a significant profit – and the area around the
station would develop into a thriving community of commuters.108 This practice generated conflict
with the surrounding township. The commuters, who were used to the sophisticated lifestyle of the
city, wanted additional amenities, including sidewalks, streetlights, clean water, and fire protection.109
The farmers who lived in the township cared more about roads and school funding.110 Again, neither
constituency wanted their taxes to fund the other’s needs. Rather than attempt to negotiate a balance
between the two regions, it was easier for the commuters to incorporate their own boroughs,
“doughnut holes,” as New Jerseyans call it, completely surrounded by other towns.111
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However, the impact of rail companies extended well beyond this. Stevens did not simply
build a rail line between Camden and Perth Amboy – he also convinced the state to grant his
company full monopoly powers over the route and to exempt the property from local taxes.112
Between 1833 and 1869, any item that passed from Philadelphia to New York by rail had to go via
the Camden and Amboy line.113 In exchange, Stevens guaranteed the state government a portion of
his annual revenues.114 Stevens exploited his monopoly, becoming one of the wealthiest men in
America, but the state profited as well, and the revenue from the railroad provided enough funding
that the New Jersey government never had to tax its residents until the mid-twentieth century.115 To
ensure that the state would not break his monopoly, Stevens threw the clout of his railroad behind a
political machine that owned most of New Jersey’s Democratic Party.116 This machine forced
ratification of a new state constitution in 1844 which not only maintained New Jersey’s weak central
government, but also capped the state’s total allowable debt at $100,000.117 His machinations made it
impossible for the legislature to ever raise large amounts of capital for public works purchases, thus
guaranteeing that the state would be unable to buy out his railroad.118
The wealth generated by the Camden and Amboy line had two significant effects on the
state’s municipalities. First, by eviscerating the state government, the railroad further weakened any
notion of centralized control of New Jersey’s activities, which gave the townships even greater
112
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freedom to act as they wished.119 This made it all the easier for road districts and railroad commuter
boroughs to incorporate as their own towns. Second, the wealth spoiled New Jersey’s taxpayers,
who became accustomed to free rides courtesy of John Stevens.120 Thereafter, whatever services the
government offered to state residents were usually provided – and paid for – by the municipality.121
The majority of the tax revenue in New Jersey came through township property taxes, which varied
substantially across communities and created tremendous inequities over the next 150 years.122 This
legacy of local levies continues today, and despite the state’s efforts to equalize rates over the past
half century, this system of taxation has contributed to many of the state’s current budget
problems.123
The Financial Panic of 1873 disrupted the Camden and Amboy’s control of the state and
ushered in a new era of instability.124 Many blamed the railroads for the panic, which in turn
triggered a four-year economic depression.125 New Jersey voters replaced the railroad-friendly
Democrats with Republicans, who pushed an aggressive reform agenda.126 The electorate cared for
the Republicans even less, and power changed hands several times over the next fifteen years.127 In
that period, the state legislature passed a series of laws, as well as one significant constitutional
amendment, that forever changed the state’s landscape and doubled the number of municipalities.128
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In 1873 and 1884, the Republicans passed two Railroad Tax Acts, which reduced and
eventually eliminated the Camden & Amboy’s exemption from local property taxes.129 In response,
the railroad unloaded thousands of acres it had purchased over the past thirty years.130 This property,
typically near rail stations, quickly developed into more “doughnut hole” communities that began
appearing in the 1840s.131 These new communities soon incorporated.
The Borough Acts of 1878 and 1882 hastened this trend. The Democrats hoped to create
new urban areas sympathetic to their party’s agenda. They passed the Borough Acts to encourage
incorporation of small, urban communities.132 The 1878 Act allowed any area containing less than
four square miles and five thousand people to seek a referendum for municipal incorporation.133 The
threshold for putting the question on the ballot was also extraordinary low, permitting a referendum
within ten days whenever residents owning “at least one-tenth of the taxable real estate” in the
proposed borough petitioned for one.134 The 1882 Act allowed even smaller communities – those
with less than two square miles – to create a “borough commission” within a township.135 These
commissions were semi-autonomous bodies that governed the provision of basic services in the
borough region, including water, street lighting, and sidewalk maintenance.136 Just as the creation of
elected road commissioners in 1859 whet the appetite of small-town politicians eager to incorporate
their own towns, so too did these borough commissions excite residents about forming their own
municipalities. Once borough residents had control over water and lights, they soon craved the full
powers of a municipality, including the ability to issue bonds, establish a police force, and collect
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fines.137 The push towards incorporation grew so strong that candidates began running for office
across the state on the “Incorporation Party” ticket.138
This flurry of legislative activity later raised the third issue that triggered municipal
fragmentation: school funding. The issue emerged almost accidentally, the result of a poorly written
statute that would precipitate the most remarkable burst of incorporation in New Jersey’s history.139
In 1894, the Republicans again regained power.140 They wanted to equalize some of the imbalance in
education funding across the state, and their first target was intra-municipal disparities.141 At the
time, many townships contained more than one school district, each funded by the region’s tax
base.142 Franklin Township, for example, had 774 students and eleven separate school districts, with
the wealthier neighborhoods able to contribute more money to their district.143 The Republicans
passed the Township School Law requiring townships to consolidate all school districts within their
borders.144
But the legislators inadvertently created a loophole. Section 24 stated that each city, borough,
and town must contain its own distinct school district.145 When wealthy township residents realized
that they would have to share an enlarged school district with other parts of the municipality, they
decided to take advantage of the Borough Acts and create new communities of their own. New
boroughs emerged overnight, thus beginning what is known as Borough Fever or “Boroughitis.”146
By the end of the year, Bergen County alone added twenty-six new boroughs, each with an average
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population below 500.147 These municipalities were overwhelmingly commuter suburbs and, though
many were wealthy, they lacked the tax base to support a borough government.148 It took until 1897
for the legislature to eventually realize its error and pass “emergency measures,” prohibiting the
incorporation of new boroughs except when specifically authorized by the legislature.149
Around the same time, another trend swept over New Jersey residents: the temperance
movement. This triggered another round of municipal fragmentation, as towns incorporated either
to specifically prohibit alcohol or to provide a haven for those who wished to drink. Religious
Protestants founded a series of dry towns in the late 1800s, first in the southern part of the state, and
later along the shore, including Asbury Park and Ocean Grove.150 In response to the state’s blue laws
and, eventually, to Prohibition, several communities incorporated specifically so that they could
direct their police force to ignore bans on alcohol. Tavistock Borough is the most famous example,
which was created when the owners of the exclusive Tavistock Golf Course split from dry
Haddonfield so that they could serve liquor in the clubhouse on Sundays.151 The club’s members
were among the state’s most influential residents and one in particular tapped his connections with
the governor to approve the tiny incorporation.152 With the legislature still weak and riddled with
corruption no one in state government exposed the inefficiencies and redundancies created by
establishing towns like this fifteen-person municipality.
Zoning restrictions presented the fifth and final issue producing New Jersey’s fragmentation.
Throughout the nineteenth century, state courts held that land use zoning was an unconstitutional
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limitation on free association.153 As a result, if a neighborhood wanted to keep out vagrants, it was
more efficient to create a new municipality and pass a general ordinance than remain a diverse
township where the flow of residents could not be easily restricted. After the 1897 law limiting
incorporation, communities could incorporate as boroughs only upon receiving special permission
from the legislature.154 This measure benefited wealthy residents with political connections, and
consequently, most of the municipalities created between World War I and the Great Depression
were rich enclaves, including Franklin Lakes, Falls Hills, Hardin, and Mountain Lakes, which
incorporated to ensure that African-Americans and immigrants did not move in.155
During this period, the New Jersey legislature passed a law solidifying the supremacy of
municipalities in the state’s political culture. The 1917 Home Rule Act, which detailed the powers
and rights of municipalities, gave local government broad powers to ensure the health, safety, and
welfare of their residents.156 Although New Jersey was not one of the twenty-one states that
enshrined home-rule protections in its constitution, the 1917 statute simply formalized a threecentury tradition of home rule in the Garden State.157 Few places outside New England could match
the level of power New Jersey delegated to its municipalities.158

IV.

New Jersey in the Twentieth Century: The Arbitrary Boundaries Fossilize
A. Pre-War Efforts to Expand New Jersey’s Cities
By World War II, the number of municipalities stabilized. With the end of the temperance
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communities no longer had as many reasons to split from their neighbors. Other factors also slowed
the rate of incorporation. In 1947, voters ratified New Jersey’s third constitution, which substantially
strengthened the state government and thereby limited the ability of new municipalities to
incorporate.159 In addition, the post-war period brought rapid development in New Jersey’s suburbs.
Highways and interstates soon linked hundreds of these municipalities and, as the population grew,
the distinctions between communities began to disappear.160
The rate of incorporation slowed, but New Jersey state officials were unable to actually
reverse the trend and persuade towns to consolidate. As early as 1900, a handful of municipalities
considered annexations and mergers to create larger, more efficient government units; however,
these strategies never proved very successful nor gained widespread acceptance.161 Although many
of the forces that triggered the state’s fragmentation had disappeared, the underlying principle that
motivated so many of the incorporations – a faith in local control of government affairs – remained
throughout the twentieth century. This unrelenting commitment to home rule stymied many
proposals to create more regionalized governments.
Part of the problem was that New Jersey lacked a major metropolis. Any of the contenders –
Jersey City, Newark, Trenton, or Camden – were hamstrung by tight municipal boundaries. The
cities were too geographically compact to become regional powers. Newark and Jersey City
combined were still smaller than the island of Manhattan, New York’s smallest borough, and the
combined acreage of the state’s four big cities was still less than Boston’s.162 Unlike other parts of
the country, there were no unincorporated areas adjacent to any of these cities, and so they had little
room to grow as their populations surged.
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The legislature did little to encourage urbanization. Ever since East and West Jersey reunited
in 1702, the state apportioned legislative power by region, with each county getting an equal number
of seats in the Assembly and Senate.163 This arrangement strongly favored rural interests, as
agricultural, under populated counties in the south and west of the state had the same number of
votes as industrialized counties like Camden, Essex, and Hudson.164 The rural legislators did not
want to invest state money in developing metropolitan regions.165 Without state aid, the major cities
never received the funding they so badly needed to build sustainable urban infrastructure.166
The growth of the railroads only made matters worse. John Stevens’ 1830 charter exempted
the Camden and Amboy railroad from local property taxes, leaving hundreds of New Jersey’s
communities without the ability to tax one of the largest landowners within their borders.167 The deal
hurt New Jersey’s cities especially hard. The Camden and Amboy line bought vast swaths of land by
their rail terminals, which were typically located along the waterfront in major cities. By 1860, for
example, the railroad owned a quarter of all the land in Jersey City, including much of the property
along the Hudson River, and did not pay a single dollar to the city in return.
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the kinds of structures – such as warehouses and cargo depots – that only made these cities less
inhabitable.170 In addition, the railroads often devised schemes to avoid paying localities for these
new taxes. In Camden, for example, the railroad executives convinced the legislature to incorporate
a whole new town near the waterfront so that they could develop new rail projects near the city
without being subjected to its rising tax rates.171
The state’s largest cities did attempt to expand their borders, although with limited success.
In 1869, 1871 and 1897, Newark re-annexed some of territory it lost during the state’s incorporation
craze.172 The city felt all the more pressure to consolidate in 1898, when New York City consolidated
its five boroughs into one metropolis.173 Newark might have continued, but a 1899 court decision,
Miller v. Greenwalt, kept the city, as well as New Jersey’s other large municipalities, from growing
further.174
In 1899, Camden annexed neighboring Stockton in a hostile takeover.175 Camden sought and
received authorization from state legislature to annex the municipality, but Stockton itself never had
the opportunity to vote on its fate.176 Officials unhappy with the merger promptly challenged the
constitutionality of the legislature’s approval power. Later that year, an intermediate appellate court
approved the annexation, holding that “[t]he challenged statute is, we think, constitutional.”177
Although Stockton chose not to appeal the decision to the court of last resort -- the Court of Errors
and Appeals -- the ruling nonetheless chilled future efforts by cities to annex property by legislative
fiat. At least one commentator has hypothesized that Newark in particular worried about increased
judicial scrutiny of its expansionist policy, fearful the Court of Errors and Appeals might
170
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retroactively rule that its 1869, 1871, and 1897 annexations were also unconstitutional.178 Afterwards,
cities only annexed communities that assented to the takeover, thus making it far more difficult for
them to expand their boundaries during the twentieth century.
The only large-scale consolidation effort before World War II took place in Camden County.
By 1910, Camden was the largest city in the state, its growth fueled by the large factories run by
Campbell Soup, New York Shipyards, and Victor Talking Machine Company.179 The city’s business
leaders realized that the municipal fragmentation created a less efficient, and thus less favorable,
business environment. The Camden Board of Trade joined forces with the Chamber of Commerce,
the Masons, and the city’s powerful Republican Party to form the “Greater Camden Movement.”180
They hoped to merge all of Camden County’s municipalities into a single government unit. The
businessmen developed elaborate plans to develop the region’s infrastructure, with interconnecting
parks, a coordinated school system, and a cohesive transportation plan, and then had New York’s
top public relations experts publicize the effort nationwide.181
Despite their effort, their vision never materialized, largely because the leaders focused their
attention on the wrong audience and the wrong issues. The organizers failed to target their efforts at
county residents, who would have to approve the effort by referendum, and ignored the most
important issue to voters: taxes.182 Even though scores of municipalities would join into one unit, no
one ever explained whether the residents would have to pay some equalized tax rate, and if so, how
individuals living in towns with low tax rates would cope with the increase once the county-wide
government took over. Without answers to these questions, the Greater Camden Movement never
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gained traction, and the project died once the Republicans lost power in 1922.183 The Movement’s
failure presaged many of the challenges that other consolidation efforts would face in the coming
century.
These early efforts provide a backdrop for the post-war debates about New Jersey’s local
governance. By the 1960s, state officials realized that the municipal system was badly broken. The
population had nearly doubled since World War II and the state’s many tiny towns lacked the
capacity to adequately serve their residents.184 On the state level, the government organized a series
of commissions to study the problem, each of which published reports recommending reforms.185
On the local level, a handful of towns actually attempted consolidation by referendum.186 The efforts
yielded much paperwork but few results.

B. Post-War Efforts: “Shared Services” Over Consolidation
In 1967, Governor Richard Hughes formed the County and Municipal Government Study
Commission.187 The Commission, which still exists today, studied the history, economics, and
culture of New Jersey’s municipalities and published a series of reports recommending changes to
the existing system.188 These publications were the first serious attempt to bring sanity to New
Jersey’s municipal madness.189
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One of the first questions posed by the Commission was a normative one: politics aside,
what would be the ideal size for a New Jersey municipality? The group discussed two possible
guidelines, the “optimum service standard” and the “minimum viability standard.” The former
indicated the population at which a town achieves economies of scale in delivering municipal
services. It is the size where a town operates most efficiently and effectively. The latter indicated the
lowest number of residents required for a municipality to operate. Below that threshold, a town
cannot provide the most basic services required by state law.190 Both standards were imprecise, as
they required researchers to subjectively value the extent and the quality of municipal services
expected by state residents. The Commission suggested that a population of 50,000 was commonly
accepted as an optimum service standard, but did not even attempt to articulate a minimum viability
standard.191 These standards provided a framework for evaluating the state’s municipal system.
The Commission then looked at the present state of New Jersey’s municipalities. Of the
state’s 567 towns, only nineteen met the 50,000-person optimum service standard.192 117 had fewer
than 2,000 inhabitants and 190 had a tax base of less than $5,500 per capita.193 The Commission tied
the inherent inefficiencies of these small towns to the state’s surging property taxes, noting that the
number of municipalities taxing its residents more than $3.00 for every $100 had jumped from 13%
to over 75% in a decade.194 The reports indicated that the tax burden would increase rapidly in
future years if municipalities did not reform their governance.
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The Commission identified two possible solutions, one more ambitious than the other. The
first and more controversial option was municipal consolidation.195 The Commission did not suggest
that all towns and boroughs should merge with their neighbors, but specifically targeted
“communities of interest” where arbitrary boundaries had separated a locality that would better
operate as one town.196 The most obvious examples were the “hole and doughnut” municipalities
that formed in the 1800s – communities such as Princeton, where Princeton Borough governed the
downtown area and Princeton Township served the outlying parts of town.197
The Commission recognized the political and personal opposition to consolidation. For
communities that did not wish to merge, it recommended “shared services” between
municipalities.198 The Commission discussed the many services provided by local governments –
public works and utilities, tax collection, law enforcement, fire safety, land-use planning, and public
education – and suggested that cities could coordinate efforts in one or more of these efforts.199
Some towns had already begun sharing services, although most inter-municipal projects were
informal agreements that assist one another during emergencies. This option proved more popular,
partly because it was simpler than consolidation, partly because it allowed towns to cherry-pick
assistance on the services it needed most, and partly because it saved municipalities money without
ceding power to other governments.200
The state’s new interest in local governance helped to change perceptions about intermunicipal cooperation. Surveys of 400 New Jersey mayors in 1967 and 1970 suggest how quickly
local officials recognized the benefits of working together.201 In 1967, only 19% of mayors said they
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would consider coordinate solid waste disposal with another municipality.202 Three years later, 85.7%
reported that they would be willing to share waste disposal services, a four-fold increase.203 Their
attitudes changed in other areas as well. The percentage of mayors willing to share increased 9.5% to
65.1% for public health issues, 7.1% to 41.3% for fire protections, and recreation from 4.2% to
34.9%.204 Even the powers that municipalities guarded most jealously – education and zoning – saw
increases as well, albeit by less dramatic rates.205 Seventy years after so many municipalities had
asserted their independence, local officials were now realizing how much they needed the support of
their neighbors.
The Commission’s work also prompted a legislative response. In 1973, the state enacted the
Interlocal Services Act, which streamlined the process for communities willing to share services, and
the Interlocal Services Aid Act, which funded feasibility studies and other administrative costs
associated with shared services agreements.206 Four years later, the legislature also passed the
Municipal Consolidation Act, which lowered the number of signatures necessary to put a
consolidation referendum on the ballot in the affected communities and generally streamlined the
merger process.207 These reforms were supposed to be the first step towards overhauling local
government in New Jersey.
But the overhaul never came. Few expressed interest in the kinds of broader reforms that
would sacrifice their sovereignty to other government powers. By 1985, the legislature stopped
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funding feasibility studies through the Interlocal Services Aid Act.208 Municipal costs kept rising, and
during the 1980s, county and municipal budgets doubled the rate of inflation.209 Elected officials had
to choose between raising property taxes further or cutting the costs of local services.210 Shared
service agreements became an increasingly attractive option that allowed municipalities to save costs
without necessarily reducing the quality of the services provided. Regional associations developed
organically, particularly in the areas with the highest rates of municipal fragmentation. The Pascack
Valley Mayor’s Association, in north-central Bergen County, and the Northwest Bergen County
Mayors Association published manuals on sharing services and began purchasing equipment and
goods jointly.211 Their shared programs were often mundane – entailing leaf-composting or legal
work – but they helped demonstrate that communities could work together without each losing their
sense of individual identity.
In 1991, the state’s Department of Community Affairs published its Directory of Interlocal
Activity, which catalogued shared service programs in New Jersey.212 The directory noted that over
800 local authorities, including municipalities, school boards, and county agencies, participated in at
least one of thirty-eight purchasing cooperatives.213 An overlapping 300 of these local authorities
contributed to joint insurance pools.214 Other government reports in the early 1990s indicated that
nearly 300 municipalities participated in a county library system, 120 belonged to a regional sewage
208
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authority, 20 supported county housing authorities, and 12 joined regional water commissions.215
Although surveys suggested that municipal officials remained skeptical of the true cost-savings of
shared services, as well as the danger of encroachments on home rule powers, more and more local
leaders believed that cooperation could benefit their hometowns.216 In 1995, sixty percent of local
officials surveyed stated that “moderate to significant” potential for additional shared services
existed in the state.217
Despite this growing interest, state officials worried that municipalities were not moving
quickly enough to offset skyrocketing property taxes. As early as 1992, legislators considered bills
that would require municipalities to share services, although critics attacked the plans as heavyhanded, and the state shelved mandatory cooperative programs.218 The Governor’s office, as well as
the state’s Department of Community Affairs, published a series of how-to guides, which provided
local officials with everything they needed to share services, including sample public notices and
municipal resolutions.219 In 1998, Governor Christie Whitman commissioned a panel to study the
state’s rising property taxes, which, among other proposals, recommended that the state renew its
efforts to encourage municipal cooperation.220 Later that year, the legislature enacted the Regional
Efficiency Development Incentive Program and the Regional Efficiency Aid Program, which not
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only provided grants to support feasibility studies - as the de-funded Interlocal Services Aid Act of
1973 had done - but also provided state grants to municipalities that entered shared service
agreements.221
The support for shared services did not translate into support for municipal consolidation.222
If anything, shared services allowed municipal officials to reap many of the benefits of more
comprehensive mergers without being forced to cede political power.223 Ever since Vineland
Borough and Landis Township joined in 1954,224 only nine pairs of towns have seriously considered
consolidation, and only one pair – Pahaquarry and Hardwick in 1997 – have actually merged.
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There are numerous reasons why towns have shunned mergers. Two failed efforts in the 1990s – to
join Franklin Borough with Hardyston Township and to join Princeton Borough with Princeton
Township – offer insight into why the process has been so unpopular.
In November 1996, “the voters of Franklin Borough and Hardyston Township approved
the creation of a [consolidation] commission . . . [to study] whether the two municipalities should
[merge] into [one town] or remain separate.”226 Prior to the 2007 LUARC Act, the Municipal
Consolidation Act of 1977 governed the merger process, which involved several steps.227 First, each
municipality considering consolidation would hold a referendum on whether to create a “study
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commission.”228 If the measure passed, they next determined which five residents from each town
would serve on the panel.229 The ad hoc commission would then have one year to study the costs
and benefits of a merger.230 If a majority of the commissioners from each participating municipality
voted in favor of proceeding, the measure would return to the voters for a second referendum on
whether the towns should merge.231 Despite the availability of this procedure, Franklin and
Hardyston only got past the first step, because eight months after the towns’ residents voted to
create a study commission, the ten-member panel unanimously recommended against consolidation,
causing the matter to die before it could return to the voters.232
The commission provided four reasons for its decision that the towns remain
independent.233 First and foremost, the towns had great disagreements regarding public education.234
Each community would lose some degree of control over a merged school district. Hardyston
employed more teachers than Franklin, but paid them at a lower pay scale, and the consolidation
would have required that the merged town either raise the salaries of the Hardyston teachers to
match those of their Franklin counterparts, lower the Franklin salaries, or lay off some of the
teachers.235 None of these options were politically palatable. In addition, the new town would have
faced logistical issues, such as coordinating school curriculums and busing, and the commissions
argued that these matters would eliminate any cost savings from school consolidation.236
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Second, the commission argued that the merger would increase taxes in Hardyston.237 The
relationship between Franklin and Hardyston is a classic example of a “doughnut-and-hole”
community, where Franklin Borough governs a downtown region and Hardyston Township
manages the outlying areas.238 Like so many other doughnut pairs, the borough “hole” is more
geographically compact and, as a result of its small tax base, traditionally taxes residents at a higher
rate.239 By consolidating, the new community would have set an equalized rate, with a heavier burden
falling on the residents of the township “doughnut.” One commissioner noted that he “could not in
good conscience saddle Hardyston with increased taxes.”240
The third and fourth arguments against consolidation were less economic and more political.
The commission noted that Hardyston was growing faster than Franklin, and as its population grew,
the outlying parts of town would gain increased political power.241 The townships gain would be
Franklin’s loss, and the commission argued that, over time, the community would pay less attention
to the former borough’s needs and concerns.242 In addition, state law would require that the county
superintendent to pick members of the new consolidated school board, putatively leaving both
communities without a voice in the initial board meetings.243 Finally, the commission recommended
against consolidation because public opinion was so strongly against the plan.244 It noted that public
support for the merger seemed to drop the more residents learned the details of the scheme.245
Princeton Township and Princeton Borough, another set of doughnut-and-hole
municipalities, also considered consolidation in the late 1990s.246 The proponents of the Princeton
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consolidation advanced further, but ultimately failed for similar reasons. In November 1996, each
municipality elected five residents to serve on a Consolidation Study Commission.247 The panel
voted 8-2 in favor of merger, putting the question to the voters.248 The following year, a majority of
Princeton Township residents voted in favor of consolidation, while a majority of Borough residents
voted against it, and the town remained split.249 The referendum marked the sixth time that borough
voters had defeated a Princeton consolidation proposal since 1952.250
The Princeton commission painted a far rosier image of the benefits of consolidation than
its Hardyston/Franklin counterparts. The commission argued that merging towns would allow the
new community to provide common facilities for police, town administration, and public works
projects, saving residents nearly $700,000 each year.251 The two towns already shared a number of
services, the commission noted, but argued that some joint efforts, such as community policing,
were impossible unless the towns merged.252 It also highlighted the cultural and historical
connections between the two towns, encouraging residents to think of Princeton as one community
that past officials had split into two along arbitrary lines.253 The commission argued that
suburbanization and development had long since blurred whatever distinctions once existed.254
Many Borough residents disagreed. Opponents of the merger formed a community called
“Preserve Our Historic Borough,” which argued that, in a unified Princeton, the interests of
township residents would outweigh those of downtown borough dwellers.255 The new municipal
government would not attend to borough affairs, the opponents argued, and the historic,
architecturally diverse heart of Princeton would eventually transform into the strip malls and
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housing developments that dotted the township’s perimeter.256 The treasurer of Preserve Our
Historic Borough argued that a unified Princeton would suffer the fate of New Haven, where the
inner regions of the city turned into a “slum.”257 Consolidation advocates formed their own group,
“One Princeton,” to counter these arguments.258 Supporters of the merger argued that all Princeton
residents benefited from the historic downtown region, and that even suburban commuters living in
the township recognized that the borough’s unique charm increased the overall value of the
community.259 Ultimately, the measure passed by a 3-to-1 margin in the township and lost in the
borough by 400 votes. In total, 5,700 voted for consolidation and 3,400 against it, but since state law
required a majority in each municipality, the communities remained divided.260

V.

Barriers to Consolidation in the Twenty-First Century
A. Searching For Analogies
The efforts in Hardyston/Franklin and Princeton demonstrate the difficulty of merging

towns in New Jersey. But how much of the opposition to consolidation is based on legitimate
concerns about the political and economic costs of such mergers, and how much is based on
residents’ emotional attachment to their hometowns? If the concerns are legitimate, can they be
assuaged, or is consolidation simply not worth the costs? To answer these questions, it is helpful to
examine consolidation as a tool of urban policymaking and to apply some general lessons to this
particular case.
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New Jersey is hardly the only state to struggle with inefficient governance. During the 1800s,
leaders in both Philadelphia and New York worried that their metropolitan regions were too
fractured to operate effectively, and both cities merged with adjacent municipalities to increase their
size and achieve economies of scale. In 1854, Philadelphia consolidated all twenty-nine of the towns
in its county into a single unit, and in 1898, New York merged five boroughs into a single entity.261
Consolidation allowed these two cities to coordinate land-use planning and provide municipal
services far more easily than before.
During the twentieth century, several American cities sought to consolidate government
powers into a single entity, although none attempted to merge multiple municipalities into one.262
Virtually all consolidation efforts involved creating an “upper-tier” metropolitan government to
oversee regional issues, such as land-use, pollution, water treatment, mass transit, and environmental
protection.263 Several Southern and Midwestern cities, including Nashville, Jacksonville, and
Indianapolis, merged their metropolitan government with their county government, although these
city-county consolidations did not involve dissolving any municipalities.264 Similarly, Portland and
Minneapolis-St. Paul each established metropolitan planning organizations that spanned several
counties, but these entities only handled regional issues and neither challenged the fundamental
autonomy of the participating municipalities.265 In North America, only Toronto has attempted a
large-scale consolidation of municipal governments. In 1997, the Ontario legislature amalgamated
Toronto and seven suburban municipalities into a single city.266 Experts have criticized the new
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unified government for doing exactly what it sought to avoid – creating additional bureaucracy and
increasing the cost of municipal services.267
Unfortunately, large-scale consolidations provide little guidance for New Jersey
policymakers. All of these past efforts involved a major city consolidating power to better serve an
entire metropolitan region. Each of these plans affected hundreds of thousands of residents. New
Jersey’s efforts are far smaller in scope. Officials in the Garden State have focused not on regional
planning commissions that merge large townships, but rather on consolidating the many tiny
communities that wreak havoc on local property taxes.268 To borrow the language of New Jersey’s
County and Municipal Government Study Commission, the state is more concerned with raising
communities to the “minimum viability standard” than they are with reaching the “optimum service
standard.”269 They can therefore draw only limited conclusions from the empirical research
documenting the successes and failures of these previous consolidations.
New Jersey’s extreme fragmentation makes it difficult for policymakers to identify helpful
case studies. The Garden State has more municipalities per capita than any other region in the
country, forcing it to confront a problem that no other state has faced so directly. Ironically, the
nations of northern Europe – home to so many of New Jersey’s first settlers – provide the most
analogous examples of municipal consolidation. Over the past half-century, several European
countries have reduced the number of townships by merging local units of government. In 1952,
England contained 1,356 districts and boroughs; by 1974, the number dropped by seventy-five
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percent to 333.270 West Germany similarly shrunk its number of local municipalities, dropping from
24,512 towns in 1959 to 8,514 in 1978.271 Scandinavia has cut the most, with Denmark moving from
1,097 municipalities in 1970 to 282 a decade later,272 and Sweden reducing its number ten-fold, from
2,500 in 1952 to a mere 282 today.273
These nations were not settled in an organized way. As in New Jersey, most of northern
Europe’s small towns formed organically, over the course of centuries, often for odd or arbitrary
reasons. These municipalities cherished their autonomy, as many of them predated the nations that
governed them. These factors produced thousands of tiny hamlets across the European countryside,
too small to provide municipal services in an efficient way but too proud to join with their
neighbors. Thus, while New Jersey’s degree of fragmentation is high by American standards, it is
about average for European states.274 The efforts in these nations to restructure local government
offer useful insight into the merger process.
The most radical, and best documented, consolidation efforts occurred in Sweden and
Denmark. Both nations imposed strict standards on the minimum size of their municipalities,
forcing small communities to join with their neighbors to create townships of the appropriate size.
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Sweden introduced the reforms piecemeal. In the 1950s, the national government realized that its
municipalities were too small to operate effectively and stated that all towns (or “communes”)
should have populations greater than 3,000 people.275 At first, Sweden offered incentives to
encourage consolidation. Many towns did merge, although a sizeable minority was still not large
enough to meet the 3,000-person threshold.276 In 1962, the government raised the minimum
population to 8,000, and stated that new communes were to be clustered around some town or
populous place, creating a series of coherent economic and geographical units held together by some
central community.277 This rule was much more strictly applied. In eight years, the number of
municipalities dropped from 816 to 464, and then to 274 four years later.278 Although Swedish locals
felt threatened at first by relinquishing control over their townships, the amalgamation process
moved quickly and smoothly.279 Empirical research suggests that the new, larger governments are
more efficient than their predecessors and the intensity of local political life actually increases after
the consolidations.280
Denmark’s mergers proved equally successful. Before the parliament acted in 1970,
Denmark faced many of the same problems confronted by other developing regions. Urbanization
and demographic shifts had rendered existing local authorities obsolete, municipal boundaries no
longer matched population centers, and wealthier citizens moved out of the central cities towards
the countryside. The small municipalities were unable to provide the services residents expected.281
Starting in 1962, the Danish government commissioned a panel of policy experts and local
representatives to study the nation’s municipal boundaries. They published the report in 1970,
suggesting that towns contain at least five to six thousand residents and that their boundaries fully
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integrate a geographic region.282 In a surprisingly quick and nearly unanimous vote, the Danish
parliament approved their recommendations.283 Proponents successfully convinced the nation that
these reforms were necessary not simply to create more efficient local governments, but to create
more effective ones. By creating larger government units, the municipalities were better able to serve
their constituents by taking on greater responsibilities, thus reaffirming the centrality of local
government in Danish life.284 The reforms were so well-received that Denmark chose to consolidate
towns in 2005, further reducing the number of municipalities from 278 to 98 communities with at
least 20,000 residents.285
Obviously, the Scandinavian political culture is quite different from the one that dominates
New Jersey’s local governments. It is highly unlikely that the Garden State could replicate the
relatively painless consolidations in these countries. A quick comparison of Denmark’s 1970
parliamentary debate and Pahaquarry’s 1997 town hall meetings reveals how little the two
communities share. Nonetheless, the European case studies demonstrate that small-town
amalgamation is possible and that, once a consensus forms in favor of such mergers, these policies
can improve the quality of local government.

B. Five Barriers In New Jersey
After examining the general history of municipal consolidations, it is now possible to
specifically address political barriers to their use in New Jersey. There are five types of barriers:
procedural, philosophical, political, psychological, and practical. These obstacles affect different
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constituencies in different ways but, combined, they have prevented New Jersey from merging
communities into more regional governments.
The first barrier involves the procedural challenges of getting a consolidation measure on a
local ballot. There are now two ways to bring a consolidation proposal to a vote: under the process
established by the 1977 Municipal Consolidation Act,286 or under the simplified process created by
the 2007 reforms. The 1977 procedure contained numerous problems – towns often had trouble
finding qualified residents to serve on their consolidation study commissions, for example – and the
bureaucracy might have deterred towns from considering mergers.287 The new LUARC Act should
solve some of these problems. The law creates a permanent seven-person panel to study the state’s
municipalities, who will, in theory, have the expertise and the political independence to fairly
determine which towns should be forced to vote on mergers. The Commission is several years away
from its first slate of recommendations, however, so it is unknown how well this new process will
work. Even if the Commission is successful, it might succeed in getting more towns like Hardyston
and Franklin to vote on mergers, but it will be unable to stop communities like Princeton from
voting against consolidation during the referendum process.
The second barrier is philosophical. Some voters believe, as a matter of principle, that
government operates best when it remains close to the people. Decentralization not only allows
municipal officials to customize their public services based on local needs, but also allows political
286
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leaders to personally know their constituents.288 When towns consolidate, these philosophical critics
argue, the unit of government becomes less accessible, less accountable, and less responsive.289 This
critique of consolidation is normative rather than empirical, and thus should be distinguished from
public choice theory, which contends that fragmentation actually increases the quality of services
provided by municipalities.290 The philosophical barrier to consolidation, on the other hand, involves
a value judgment about the nature of republican government. This faith in democratic localism
forms the core of the amorphous notion of “home rule.”
The third barrier is political. Some elected officials fear that consolidation will put them out
of work. When two towns merge, only one person remains as mayor. By consolidating
municipalities, the communities are able to eliminate redundant positions, which, to most people, is
a benefit of the policy. For politicians, a merger does not simply jeopardize their own offices, but it
also reduces the number of patronage jobs they can distribute to allies.291 In a state famous for its
corruption and cronyism, this fear is both real and unspoken.292 The problem is exacerbated by New
Jersey’s long-standing tradition, only recently discontinued, of dual office-holding.293 Thus, a mayor
may also serve as a state legislator, and can double his effectiveness as he lobbies in two political
arenas to stop the state from consolidating land in his district.
The fourth obstacle is psychological. Citizens often feel a strong attachment to their local
communities. From an early age, the “home town” is a comforting and familiar symbol of one’s
heritage and group identity.294 People live in localities; they attend church and host potlucks there.
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The object of one’s attachment is often arbitrary, a happenstance of where one happened to be
born.295 Citizens perceive consolidation programs not as an effort to improve the efficiency and
efficacy of the local government, but as an assault on their way of life.296 To be targeted for
consolidation is to be deemed somehow defective or unworthy of existence. These concerns loom
large when residents perceive that consolidation will give them less control over their lives.297 In
particular, communities feel threatened if they believe that the consolidation will reduce the quality
of children’s education, or if the merger will integrate the region racially or socio-economically.298
The final barrier involves practical concerns about consolidation. This is perhaps the largest
obstacle to reform, as it encompasses all of the questions about whether consolidation will actually
deliver the benefits its proponents promise. These inquiries are particularly difficult to answer, as any
statement about future benefits will be speculative. Residents who demand certainty before
committing to an overhaul of local government often find such statements unsatisfying.
Practical concerns typically fall into one of two categories. The first involves general
questions about the economic benefits of fragmentation. Some public choice economists argue that
local autonomy actually increases the efficient provision of services.299 In a market with a range of
municipalities offering differing levels of service, these theorists argue, residents can choose to live
in the community that best serves their needs. However, as the number of communities decrease,
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public choice theorists argue that residents are less able to “shop for cities” and thus must live in a
neighborhood that provides either more or less services that inhabitants desire.300
Policymakers have attacked this theory for failing to account for the barriers that limit
citizens’ ability to truly “shop” for hometowns. As the New Jersey Supreme Court has noted, many
of New Jersey’s wealthier communities were zoned to intentionally prevent certain demographics
from moving into neighboring communities.301 Opponents of consolidation continue to cite public
choice theory to justify their position, however, and the argument remains a potent one in today’s
debates.
The other kind of practical concerns are specific to communities considering consolidation.
These barriers vary from situation to situation, although the Princeton and Hardyston/Franklin
consolidation movements reveal some of the most common problems.302 The biggest issue typically
involves tax rate equalization.303 In almost all cases, one town will have a higher tax rate than the
other, and the gap can be particularly acute when one of the participating municipalities is a
doughnut hole borough that lacks a significant property tax base. If the towns merge, they will move
to a single, equalized rate, which means that the community that previously enjoyed the lower tax
rate will have to pay more to the new municipality.304
A similar phenomenon occurs regarding services. It is not unusual for neighboring towns to
offer different levels of municipal services. If, for example, one town offers weekly curbside garbage
pick-up, and its neighbor offers the same service three times a week, the communities face a
dilemma upon consolidation.305 If the merged town opts for the less-regular service, the result is that
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half of the community loses a service it had come to expect. If the town decides instead for the
thrice-weekly service, then the cost of garbage collection will be higher than before the
consolidation. As mentioned earlier, these concerns are often the most controversial when
discussing public education, and communities turn hostile if they perceive that their children will
receive an inferior education in the newly consolidated municipality. Over time, residents would
most likely grow accustomed to the new service levels, but in the interim, the transition might prove
quite jarring. The threat of such changes is often sufficient to solidify residents’ opposition to
consolidation.

VI.

Why it is Hard to Impose Pain in a Democracy
Consolidation will undoubtedly impose costs on New Jersey. Some residents will pay higher

taxes, others will receive lower quality services, and many will lose their jobs in local government.
The benefits will be diffuse and uneven, often rewarding those who live in poorer neighborhoods
and others who do not benefit from the state’s current municipal structure. The transition to larger
towns could be quite painful. In the long-term, however, most experts agree that the benefits will
outweigh the costs.306 Consolidation will avert an even greater budget crisis than the one the state
currently faces, as well as help correct the state’s history of severe socioeconomic segregation. The
real question, then, is how to implement a policy with so many short-term costs.
The Framers created a representative democracy precisely to prevent the government from
imposing unwanted burdens on its citizens.307 In order to enact a program that imposes losses on
certain groups, policymakers must shield themselves from the political pressures seeking to maintain
the status quo. These policies, which some political scientists call “de-distributive” because they
306
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force officials to de-distribute or take away some good from voters, are some of the most difficult to
implement in a democracy.308
A government’s ability to impose pain depends on many factors: who will be hurt by the
policy; how badly they will be hurt; how much influence they possess in the political process; who
will benefit from the policy; and how willing politicians are to stake out risky positions.309 To
understand loss-imposition, one must begin with two common assumptions about the democratic
process. First, elected officials are primarily concerned with retaining their positions, which requires
them to take credit for popular policies and minimize blame for unpopular ones.310 Second, voters
are influenced by a “negativity bias,” by which individuals are more likely to remember government
decisions that hurt them over those that benefited them.311 Politicians thus possess strong incentives
to avoid blame for unpopular policies whenever possible.312 Given the strong power of incumbency
in today’s political environment, officials know that voters will keep re-electing them until provided
with a reason not to.313
The more concentrated the harms of a particular policy, the more likely it is that the group
of individuals affected by the policy will unite to fight its implementation.314 In some cases, these
groups will be geographically dispersed but united around some common cause, such as gun owners
opposed to the Brady Bill, factory owners opposed to environmental restrictions, or senior citizens
opposed to pension cuts. In other cases, the government will try to impose an unpopular policy on a
308
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specific locality and the injured group will be geographically concentrated. Examples include most
“NIMBY” laws, such as placement of garbage dumps, highway construction, nuclear waste disposal,
and military base closures.315 In these situations, the representative from the affected district will do
whatever possible to protect his or her constituents.
This second group of cases – involving geographically concentrated losses – can further
divide based on how far-reaching the policy is. In cases such as nuclear waste disposal, the
government usually only needs to select a single site as a waste depository; once officials choose a
location, every other community has a strong incentive to support the choice.316 In other examples,
if the government successfully imposes pain on one district, it will likely spread its dedistributive
policy to other regions. The BRAC commission’s success in closing bases during the first round in
1989, for instance, only made it easier for Congress to enact more closures in 1994.317 In these cases,
the policy ultimately affects a larger class of individuals, and thus all potential victims have a strong
interest in blocking the policy before it gets off the ground.
Municipal consolidation proposals fall into this last group. As with base closures, if
legislators succeed in merging a few towns, they will likely try to expand the policy and target other
communities. As a result, the policy threatens all small municipalities, even those not originally slated
for consolidation.
Another important factor that affects the government’s loss-imposition abilities is the power
of the affected parties. The more organized the potential victims are, the more they will use their
power to oppose the proposal.318 The geographic distribution of victims is again relevant: the more
concentrated the individuals are, the easier it is for them to coordinate meetings, leaflet
315
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neighborhoods, and lobby specific legislators.319 Legislators are especially likely to get involved if
opponents of the proposal demonstrate that the issue will determine their vote in upcoming
elections.
Similarly, politicians will intervene if it affects their personal self-interest. It is unsurprising,
for example, that it took over two hundred years before the federal government ratified a
constitutional amendment to prohibit Congressmen from raising their salaries for the current
term.320 Municipal consolidation thus presents unique challenges. Any successful merger will
eliminate leadership positions in local government. Mayors and councilpersons can use their
influence in the committee to campaign against consolidation referenda and can lobby assemblymen
to veto state approval of the proposal. State legislators are reluctant to remove local allies from
power, especially in communities where the political machinery is strongest.321
The power of interest groups or politicians to block loss-imposing policies will also depend
on the type of the political institutions involved. In the United States, the separation of powers
between a bicameral legislature and the executive creates numerous opportunities to oppose
government proposals.322 Opponents have access to multiple “veto points”: they can weaken or
defeat a proposal in a legislative subcommittee; on the floor of the lower or upper houses; as the two
houses work out a compromise bill; or with the executive’s veto.323 In addition, opponents can
threaten to target specific legislators in future district elections. As a result, the frequency of
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elections plays a role: the more often politicians must answer to voters, the more they will be
responsive to constituent concerns.324
Many of these veto points do not exist in Westminster parliamentary systems. In England
and Canada, for example, where executive and legislative powers are consolidated into a single
branch, and where party discipline is much stronger, opponents have fewer opportunities to block
proposals.325 The prime minister and his deputies set the agenda, while the whip of the party in
power ensures enough votes for passage.326 These institutional arrangements make it far easier for
Westminster governments to impose losses, not simply because it prevents opponents from
interfering, but also because the strong centralization of power insulates individual legislators from
blame for an unpopular policy.327 Part of the reason that Danish and Swedish governments were
able to consolidate so many municipalities in such a short period of time was that the political
parties in power supported the policy and could push it through their legislatures without much
opposition.328
Finally, the ability to obstruct a dedistributive policy depends on the extent and the
distribution of the proposal’s benefits. The more concentrated the payoffs, the stronger the
incentives for the beneficiaries to lobby for the change. When an issue creates equal numbers of
highly concentrated supporters and opponents, gridlock ensues. Abortion and same-sex marriage
generate such controversy because each side possesses a core of highly motivated activists seeking
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benefits or trying to block harms.329 The most intractable problems, however, arise when the harms
are highly concentrated while the benefits are broadly distributed, as occurs with environmental
protection, base closures and, of course, municipal consolidation. Only the most talented
policymakers can find ways to overcome the barriers to implementing such policies.330
Political scientists have identified several strategies that politicians employ to shield
dedistributive proposals from attack. The most common is delegation, or “passing the buck.”331 For
over a century, Congress has empowered independent regulatory agencies to make the kind of
decisions its members could not or would not make. The Interstate Commerce Commission, the
Federal Trade Commission, the Securities and Exchange Commission, and the National Labor
Relations Board are among the most famous examples of such bodies.332 These agencies insulate
Congress from the actual legislative decisions, just as automated cost-of-living-adjustments (COLA)
in Social Security payouts allow politicians to increase benefits for seniors each year without
becoming subject to attacks for increasing budget deficits.333
Other strategies involve lowering the profile of the issue, either by holding policy meetings
in secret or by obfuscating the matter in the media. If that proves impossible, then officials will try
to “redefine the issue,” or cast the proposal in terms of some other, previously overlooked benefit.
Politicians will also try to avoid blame either by scapegoating (blaming another body for the
decision) or by “circling the wagons” (sharing blame equally amongst all involved parties). Finally, if
necessary, officials will pay off the victims, either by directly compensating them for their losses or
by exempting some of the more influential victims from the harms as a way of winning their
329
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support. These kinds of maneuvering show politics at its most raw. Elected representatives must
remain deeply committed to their goals in order to steer a dedistributive policy from proposal to
reality.
Paul Light coined the term “dedistribute” when writing about his involvement in the 1983
Social Security reforms.334 Early during Ronald Reagan’s presidency, the Social Security trust fund
was on the verge of running dry. According to experts, the only way to rescue the fund was by
raising taxes and cutting benefits. The White House pressed for the reforms, but Congressional
Democrats, recognizing a political opportunity, attacked the plan.335 Only at the last minute, just
before Social Security went bankrupt, did President Reagan and Speaker of the House Thomas
O’Neill engineer a solution to keep the program solvent. Negotiated in secret, the plan was only
revealed to the public once both parties had worked out its final terms and agreed to push it through
Congress as quickly as possible.336 As a result, the rescue bill passed before the media or interest
groups had the chance to attack its dedistributive policies.337
The backroom deal was so successful that it inspired other Congressmen to find creative
ways to introduce other, much-needed austerity measures. In 1985 and 1987, U.S. Senators Phil
Gramm, Warren Rudman, and Ernest Hollings sponsored bills, known as the Gramm-Rudman
Acts, that imposed binding constraints on federal spending.338 These automatic spending cuts, called
“sequesters,” were popular with politicians, who wanted to balance the budget but needed a
justification for returning less pork-barrel spending to their districts. The sequesters provided a
useful scapegoat.
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In 1988, Congress sought to tackle another intractable problem: military base closures. For
over thirty years, legislators had blocked any efforts to shutter military sites. The reason was
obvious: a Congressman was committing political suicide if he allowed a military base in his home
district. By the end of the Cold War, the problem had reached its breaking point.339 The media
publicized absurd examples of wasteful military bases – including Fort Douglas, an army post
established in 1862 to protect the Pony Express but which, by 1988, had become entirely encircled
by the campus of the University of Utah. Military experts universally agreed that dozens of bases
had become obsolete.340
As stated earlier, Congress created the first BRAC commission in 1989 to address the issue.
Representative Dick Armey, the bill’s sponsor, pointed directly to the 1983 Social Security
Compromise as his inspiration.341 The proposal proved popular with politicians who recognized the
need to close bases but demanded insulation from angry voters. BRAC was so successful in 1989
that Congress authorized four more rounds of closures in 1991, 1993, 1995, and 2005.342 The
commissions, in turn, inspired New Jersey’s LUARC Commission. When the state legislature passed
the LUARC Act in 2007, it cited the BRAC results, noting in the bill’s preamble that “tough political
decisions are often most expeditiously made through the use of bipartisan commissions, as
demonstrated by the success of the federal base realignment and closure (BRAC) procedure.”343
These examples of successful redistributive policies share a common theme: in each case, all
of the involved parties recognized the need to act. The actors understood the severity of the
impending crises – an entitlement program going bankrupt, a massive federal deficit, or a redundant
and mismanaged armed forces – if they failed to find a solution. These threats created the political
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will necessary for elected officials to put aside the dangers of backlash at the ballot box and work
together for a bipartisan, loss-imposing solution. However, even then, politicians acted only after
they had established procedures to avoid blame for their decisions.
What will it take for New Jersey’s legislators to act similarly with regards to municipal
government reform? Political scientists and sociologists who study local government issues have
tried to develop a theoretical framework to explain when and why communities decide to merge. In
the United States, these experts have focused on city-county consolidations, as these remain the
most common type of municipal merges in the country, but the arguments likely hold for situations,
as in New Jersey, where two or more towns would seek to merge with each other.344 The experts
report that merger proposals rarely succeed and, when they do, they are often the result of a major
crisis that suddenly shifts public opinion in favor of larger government.345 This would suggest that
something major has to occur before New Jersey adequately responded to the current problem.
Most consolidation efforts follow a similar pattern. Borrowing from a 1966 treatise Chalmers
Johnson’s REVOLUTIONARY CHANGE, scholars of local government reform argue that a successful
consolidation effort goes through four stages: (1) crisis climate; (2) power deflation; (3) accelerator;
and (4) professional campaign.346 The first stage, crisis climate, involves three phases. The pressure
for consolidation begins when residents begin to recognize a problem with the current municipal
344
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structure, either because of rising taxes, lowering quality of services, or growing environmental
problems. In turn, these citizens demand some sort of change from elected officials. The local
government responds in one of two ways: either it provides some adequate solution that resolves the
problem, thus ending the need for consolidation; or it provides an inadequate solution, which only
increases the demand for change.347
If the problem persists, then the movement proceeds to the second stage: power deflation.
At this point, citizens come to see their local officials as intransigent or impotent to solve the
community’s growing problem. They demand sweeping changes to the government structure. Civic
elites and the media increase their criticism of the status quo and begin supporting candidates who
promise reform. Local organizations create ad hoc groups or formal commissions to study the
problem to examine whether consolidation would be a viable solution.
The third stage involves some accelerator, or crisis event, that shocks the community and
exposes the weakness of the government. This event could be anything from a high-profile scandal
or death of a major local figure to a weather catastrophe mismanaged by local officials.348 The public
demands immediate and broad-reaching change.
The final stage is the actual process of switching from one municipal structure to another in
a professionally managed campaign. Even after the accelerating event, residents still need to decide
whether consolidation is the right solution. Well-organized, trained activists must provide them with
arguments in favor of a merger. The better informed the residents are about the benefits of
consolidation, the more likely they are to support it.349
New Jersey’s current situation falls somewhere between the first and second phases (“crisis
climate” and “power deflation”). Residents recognize the many negative effects of fragmentation:
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redundant services, high property taxes, unequal distribution of resources, and political corruption.
Civic elites have started calling for municipal reform.350 The Garden State seems poised for change.
However, under this theoretical framework, New Jersey is still far from implementing a broadreaching consolidation policy. It seems unlikely that the state’s current fiscal crisis, which has caused
property taxes to spike throughout the past few years, is enough to push consolidation to the very
front of the state’s political agenda. The creation of the 2007 LUARC Commission perhaps
demonstrates that state officials recognize the importance of municipal government reform, but the
problem has yet to become a salient issue for most of the state’s voters.
In this context, the LUARC Commission appears to be one of the “government responses”
that experts predict will occur towards the end of the first stage of the revolutionary process. The
legislature created the Commission as part of a reform package to reduce property taxes. However, it
remains to be seen whether these efforts were adequate to diffuse the state’s fiscal crisis. If these
reforms successfully help lower property taxes, then the crisis is diffused and the need for sweeping
change lessens. If, however, the reforms are unsuccessful, the state may move deeper into the
second stage of “power deflation,” where citizens lose confidence in their leaders to resolve the
crises.
Yet, even if the LUARC Commission proves inadequate, the state is unlikely to implement
broad municipal reforms unless some destabilizing event occurs and accelerates the need for change.
Moreover, even if a major crisis befalls New Jersey, it is unclear whether proponents of
consolidation could mount a professional campaign to convince voters and legislators of the need
for more municipal mergers. There are few interest groups in New Jersey that strongly advocate
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consolidation and, even if more were to emerge in response to a major crisis, these activists would
still have to face the powerful political forces which seek to preserve the status quo.351 It may take a
long time before the demands for wide-scale consolidation in New Jersey can overcome the many
barriers in its path.

VII.

Conclusion
This theoretical framework may explain past consolidation efforts, but it does not and

cannot predict what will happen in the Garden State. At the same time, it is unlikely that the New
Jersey Legislature will enact a more robust consolidation policy than the one embodied in the
LUARC Commission, regardless of its weaknesses. In a state with a bureaucracy as sprawling as its
suburbs, reform comes slowly, if ever.
This article exposes one of the great failings of representative democracy. In a government
that is highly responsive to the demands of its constituents, there will always be difficulties in
addressing problems that involve concentrated harms and diffuse benefits. And yet, municipal
fragmentation poses unique challenges. When a region divides itself into small government units,
residents tend to develop an attachment to their tiny communities, even if the only thing that
distinguishes them from neighboring towns is an arbitrary political boundary. More importantly,
however, municipal fragmentation creates a class of actors – local government officials – who are
crucial for reform efforts but have strong personal incentives to maintain the status quo. Add to this
mix the thorny issues of racial and socioeconomic segregation, and the situation is ripe for political
gridlock.
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It may take some unforeseeable crisis – the threat of state bankruptcy, perhaps – before
efforts for municipal reform take root. Absent such a watershed moment, it is doubtful that local
voters will opt for consolidation or that the state legislature will strengthen the LUARC Commission
to coerce towns into mergers. Either way, New Jersey will never implement wide-scale consolidation
unless citizens and activists continue to raise awareness about the need for reform. Those who wish
to cut waste, fight corruption, limit sprawl, and reduce inequality must talk to the public about the
foolishness of operating 566 municipalities in the nation’s tenth-smallest state. This is the only way
other residents will come to recognize the costs of political fragmentation.
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